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Disney contract ratified a
full month early
Despite bad economy, negotiators secure
across-the-board pay hikes
See story on page 9
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Pictures from their newest facility.
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tail to try and rationalize one of the

basis has elected to consider any Meat Cutter at several pages of names and numbers left over
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worst acts of corporate injustice that

the ‘Thereafter’ or higher rate, to be a journey- from 2003-2004.

I’ve seen in several years, laying off or

man.” Thank you very much for calling your
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reducing within classification only meat

“team members” (remember that garbage) what remain vigilant during this difficult time. Histor-

Layoffs and cutback in hours:
What you should know.

cutters, for completely bogus reasons.

they’ve been called for the last 100 years. What’s ically Ralphs will not be able to contain itself and

The document also includes three pages

next by this magnanimous company? How will violate recall rights, job duties or schedul-

of questions and answers that store di-

about telling the Teamsters that on “an extra- ing on a daily/weekly basis. Be sure and notify

rectors and meat specialists can expect

contractual basis” Ralphs now considers trac- your Union Representative as these inevitable vi-

to be asked by cutters being layed off or

tors to be skate boards and trailers to be wheel olations occur.

reduced in classification. A scripted Q

barrows.

Word on the Street
Disneyland members share their
thoughts on new contract.

OFF THE WALL
Ralphs demonstrates how much it
loves its employees.
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Local politician tapped
for top cabinet post
Although President
Barack Obama waited
until the very last cabinet
appointment to name his
choice for the nation’s
next Labor Secretary, the
U.S. Senate (at press
time) appeared poised to
confirm Hilda Solis to the
Rep. Hilda Solis
position without delay.
Solis’ nomination received the solid backing
of the Labor committee assigned to oversee the
process, receiving only two “no” votes.
Solis represents Southeast Los Angeles
County as a member of Congress. Prior to winning that seat, she represented the area in the
State Senate.
Although Solis has earned a stellar reputation for her pro-labor stances locally, her appointment caught many by surprise,
considering her relative anonymity nationally.
Surprised, maybe, but labor leaders across
the country were quick to shower her with
praise for a career that has always been solidly
pro-union.
“She was the last one named to the cabinet
and it seems clear why,” said Political Director
and Executive Vice-President Rick Eiden. “It
takes time to find someone as abundantly qualified as Solis.”
While running for office and during her time
in Congress, Solis became known for reciting
stories of her father’s union affiliation and how
much better her family lived because of it.
“As a legislator Hilda Solis was more devoted than anyone around to the cause of
working men and women in this country and
I’m sure she’ll take that commitment and passion to the Department of Labor,” said President Greg Conger.

Secretary-Treasurerʼs Report

Employee Free Choice Act:
A course to restoring the middle class
We are pleased to announce that a tentative agreement

former labor secretary, Robert Reich in an op-ed piece printed in the

Employee Free Choice Act.

including yearly wage increases has been reached with Dis-

Los Angeles Times on January 26, 2009, “Making it easier for all

This Act simply leaves the de-

neyland for over 2,000 UFCW cast members. Cast members

Americans to form unions would give the middle class the bargain-

cision of whether or not to

at Disneyland, DCA and Disney Hotel Stores will vote on the

ing power it needs for better wages and benefits. And a strong and

have a secret ballot authoriza-

offer on Feb. 19 and 21.

prosperous middle class is necessary if our economy is to succeed.”

tion election to the employees,

Negotiations on a new collective bargaining agreement

Too many Employers have spread the myth that decreasing em-

where it belongs, rather than to

between Disneyland and the Master Services Unions (UFCW,

ployee’s wage rates will somehow help our economic recovery. Com-

the Employer. And as has al-

Teamsters, SEIU and Candy Makers) began early this year,

panies claim that they need lower labor costs to succeed, but these

ways been the case, no newly organized employee becomes union

just as the economic forecast was hitting new lows and job

same Employers fail to examine how this “race to the bottom” af-

until a first contract is negotiated and ratified by secret ballot.

losses were exceeding all expectations. As we entered into

fects the market for their goods and services. Disneyland’s admis-

these negotiations our hope was to conclude by March 15,

sion price just increased to $69 per guest.
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After eight long years of anti-worker policies there is no doubt
that our economy is in its worst shape in decades. It could take many

And while Disneyland has a product unmatched by anyone in the

years to recover. But as union members we must resist further efforts

When Disneyland passed their first economic proposal

world, they continue to site the wages and benefits paid by others -

to rebuild on the backs of working people. We must do this at the

across the table there was more than a month and a half left

amusement parks and retailers - in Southern California as the stan-

bargaining table and in the halls of Congress. We must fight for liv-

for meaningful and productive talks and everyone under-

dard that should be met. They begrudgingly exceed the low-bottom

ing wages and fair health insurance. And we must stand up to those

stood that it was too early to judge the long term direction of

price tag established by the Wal-Marts of the world. It is perhaps the

who refuse to recognize the role that unions have and will continue

this year’s negotiations.

most glaring example of how even unionized workers are stymied

to play in this process.

2009, the expiration date of the current contract.

Nonetheless there was an ominous feeling that this Employer might be following others with an end objective of

from making greater progress as an indirect result of federal labor
laws that dramatically favor business, not labor.

We are at a crossroad in our history and we have the opportunity
to ensure our economy works for everyone. Using history as a guide,

lowering overall wage rates beginning with new hires. Over

President Obama has acknowledged that we must rebuild the

more union membership will help build lasting prosperity and will

the past several years, once union friendly and still profitable

middle class and to accomplish this, he has established a task force

foster economic recovery. We must not let this opportunity pass us

companies have defended proposals such as this with a sim-

on working families. He understands that living wages, health care

by. We must start fighting corporate greed and we must restore dig-

ple justification - “the competition is doing it”. Disneyland

and retirement security are all necessary to economic recovery. And

nity to millions of working families. Part of this plan, must be the

came to the bargaining table in 2006 with this goal and only

he understands that unions are essential to this process.

passage of the Employee Free Choice Act.

as a result of a united membership was it defeated.

In the coming months, as Congress once again considers the

It is important to use this scenario to highlight the im-

Employee Free Choice Act, you are likely to see some vicious ads

portance of passing the Employee Free Choice Act and set-

funded by anti-union corporate America. Clearly scared by the power

ting the course to restoring the middle class. President

of an organized work force, the sponsors of these ads will misdirect

Obama has agreed with a majority of lawmakers that this is

the focus to the secret ballot rights of all Americans, and claim that

one of the most important pieces of legislation necessary to

the Act is therefore un-American. This is a blatant misrepresentation

improving the economy and the plight of working people.

and intended to mislead the public.

And many experts agree. This point was best stated by
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Ye s t e r d a y ʼ s N e w s

LOCAL 324 SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATION

1903 Oxnard Beet Sows the Seeds of Diversity
—By Matthew Hart

Cultural diversity is one of the modern Labor Movement’s
greatest strengths. Labor celebrates the richness of mutliculturalism and recognizes that the united voice above all else is the
fabric that holds this Movement together. But the Labor Movement has not always been a bastion of racial understanding. In
1903 in the beet fields of Oxnard, a battle came to a head, not only
between the workers and the employer, but between those wishing to create more diversity in Organized Labor and those wishing to protect the interest of the established unions.
The city of Oxnard began as one of the emerging “boom
towns” in California at the turn of the century. The construction
of an immense sugar beet factory run by the Oxnard brothers’
American Beet Sugar Company
drew hundreds into the area, forming a new community. But as the
city grew, the influx of Mexican
and Chinese agricultural workers
created racial tension between
white farmers and merchants and
the non-white laborers.
Employers benefited from the
racial tension, even creating conflicts between the Chinese and
Mexicans workers. Disunity along racial lines made it more difficult for workers to organize, keeping the wages artificially low
and rendering the workers powerless. When the government
passed the Chinese Exclusion Act, the employers aggressively
recruited Japanese workers to replace the dwindling Chinese
workforce in hopes of maintaining schisms in the beet fields.
The tactic of maintaining racial tension was successful until
the agricultural workers formed the Japanese Mexican Labor Association (JMLA). The workers, as part of the JMLA, protested
the high commission fees they had to pay to the company that
contracted the work, the Western Agricultural Contracting Company (WACC) and they accused the company of paying less than
what they had promised. Workers also demanded the freedom to
purchase goods from places other than the company store.
On Feb. 3, 1903, 500 Japanese and 200 Mexican sugar beet
workers struck against the company and their labor contractor.
By March, the union had grown to 1,200 members and represented about 90 percent of the entire work force. On March 23, violence broke out. One Mexican worker, 21-year-old Luis Vasquez,
was killed and four others (two Mexican and two Japanese) were
6
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wounded. An inquest into the death blamed the violence and
shooting on the strikers, although witness after witness testified
that armed Anglo farmers shot into the crowd. After the incident,
the company conceded to the union’s demands for better pay
and the abolition of an unfair subcontracting system.
The importance of this labor dispute was not fully realized at
the time of the incident. Following the initial victory, the secretary
of the Mexican branch, J.M. Lizarras, applied for membership in
the American Federation of Labor (AFL) under the name of the
Sugar Beet and Farm Laborers’ Union of Oxnard. Impressed by
the Oxnard victory, the AFL president Samuel Gompers replied
that he would indeed let the Mexican sugar workers join the AFL,
provided that the Japanese not be
associated with the labor union. In
a letter to Lizarras, Gompers
stated the “union must guarantee
that it will under no circumstances
accept membership of any Chinese or Japanese.”
The Japanese Mexican Labor
Association was the first multiracial agricultural union to be formed. Now the established unions
would only recognize the success and legitimacy of the union if
one half abandoned the other. Lizarras responded by stating, “We
are going to stand by the men who stood by us in the long, hard
fight that ended in a victory over the enemy.”
Despite the response from the JMLA leadership, Samuel
Gompers, made his decision not to accept the beet worker’s
union into the American Federation of Labor. As JMLA leaders
predicted, the union was unable to sustain itself without broader
affiliation and support. By 1910, the JMLA had quietly disappeared.
It would take several more decades before the American
Federation of Labor altered its position on racial segregation and
recognize the importance of diversity in the labor movement.
Today, we celebrate labor leaders from all assorted backgrounds. Cesar Chavez, for example, organized agricultural fields
in California. It is important to note that at age 11 Cesar Chavez
lived in Oxnard near those fields where the beet strike took place.
Perhaps it was there where he was handed the torch to fight for
labor justice and equality for all workers.

I wish to participate in the Non Foods Scholarship Award competition for the 2008-2009 grants. I understand that if chosen, I will have to submit proof that I either graduated from high school in June 2008 or was enrolled as a full-time or
part-time college or post-graduate student, that I am a eligible member or spouse or child of a qualified member of UFCW
Local 324, and that I have been accepted by an accredited college or university since Sept. 2008, on a full or part-time
basis. Please complete this application and mail it, along with an official school transcript, to UFCW Local 324, P.O. Box
5004 Buena Park, CA 90622-5004. Attention Scholarship Committee. Entries must be received no later than March 30,
2009
(Please print or type)
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Applicant’s Name
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address | Street
City
Zip Code
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone Number
Social Security Number
I graduated from high school in June 2008: YES___ NO ___
Highest academic level reached by June 2008:__________________________________________________________
(Indicate whether academic level is high school or college)
Name and address of college or university at which you have been accepted and which you expect to attend:
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________
Name of qualified member of Local 324

_________________________________________
Member’s Social Security Number

Check one: my own ____ father ____ mother ____ spouse
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Member’s place of employment
Store name and number
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address and department
I hereby certify that the foregoing information is accurate and complete.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Applicant
Date
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Members pleased with contract that
hikes pay and defies national trend

D
D
UFCW members
staff Kaiser’s
newest facility
Only about a year after opening its
doors to the public, Kaiser Permanente’s
150-bed hospital in Irvine has earned a reputation as one of the most desirable facilities in Kaiser’s catalogue at which to seek
treatment.
The imposing two structures can be
seen from several miles away as they sit on
the edge of undeveloped Irvine on 30 acres
of land.
A sizeable cadre of UFCW members
staff the hospital’s research labs and pharmacies, performing everything from inventory processing to script refills.
Kaiser employees make up the largest
contingent of UFCW members nationwide
who work outside the
grocery industry.

8
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espite daily reports of an in- service and that company
creasingly sick economy, nego- policy never accounted
tiators for the UFCW and Disney for the time it took
hammered out a new four-year col- away from lunch.
New rules will now
lective bargaining agreement in midFebruary that includes significant ensure that cast memimprovements in wage rates and bers won’t have to
clock out for lunch until
working conditions.
A 12.5 percent across-the- they are well out of site of
board pay hike highlights the pack- park guests and safely “off
age
that
cast
members
ratified
overwhelmingly
in
that paid off for everyvoting Feb. 19 and 21.
body,” Pebley added.
In addition, the
For their part, cast
contract moves to immembers sounded satismediately guarantee
fied with the terms of the
200 more full-time
new deal. The traditional
jobs at the park.
skepticism that many cast
Secretary-Treamembers direct at their
surer Andrea Zinder,
employer, nevertheless
who led negotiations
failed to melt away comthat included four
Union Rep. Rocky Pebley, far right, confers with members about depletely as news of the deal
unions, said the agree- tails of the new 4-year collective bargaining agreement.
spread.
ment also moves to im“I’m really hopefull
prove the overall
after seeing this,” said one cast
working environment for cast mem- stage.”
“We have to give the credit to member who asked to be anonybers.
She said that 30-minute lunch the rank-and-file members who mous in this article. “I have a lot of
breaks have been an issue of con- served on the negotiating commit- faith in Rocky and I have a lot of
tention for years at the park. Cast tee,” said Disneyland Union Repre- faith in my union.
members contend that resort sentative Rocky Pebley.
“These men and women stayed
guests routinely interrupt their
lunch breaks with requests for focused on the task at hand and

pay hike 12.5%
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UFCW Local 324 extends
its appreciation to:
Syed Karim,
Graham Ozenbaugh,
Javier Ybarra,
Sylvia Baruch,
Claudia Barajas
Jeff Weston
for their devoted
service as SPURs.

As SPURs complete their ‘tours
of duty,’ their impact is likely to
remain behind for many years

ne by one, the Special Project Union
Representatives, all of whom temporarily joined Local 324’s Organizing Department as part of the joint effort
to unionize Fresh & Easy stores, have
stored away their picket signs and bullhorns and returned to the check stands
and grocery aisles they left behind a year
ago.
The impact their presence had on the
UFCW’s biggest organizing target in the
Western United States is not yet certain.
Fresh & Easy stores remain non-union,
but they have also remained largely free
of customers as well, making their longterm success highly uncertain.
Local 324 is the only union local to
formally request recognition from the
British retailer at one of its U.S. stores.
That happened after SPUR Graham Ozenbaugh, with the help of Fresh & Easy employee James Satler, inspired a majority
of workers at the Fresh & Easy in Huntington Beach to sign union authorization
cards.
That feat earned Graham a Steward
of the Year trophy handed out at the 2008
Steward's Conference.

O

The six SPURs certainly knew how to leave
a mark.
Special Project Union Reps are rank-and-file union members
‘We look for people
who are granted up to one year's leave from their companies
who can talk, one-on-one
for the purpose of helping their Local organize non-union
with other workers and
grocery stores. SPURs are usually assigned to a single camdevelop personal rappaign during the course of their assignment, but often parport,” said Organizing Diticipate in several of the Organizing Department's multiple
rector Gilbert Davila.
and varied activities.
The private discussions that an organizer
has with a would-be
The ability to relate to a worker and
union member sometimes inspires imme- gain trust is a highly valued skill for any
diate action. Other times, results can’t be organizer. So too, is passion and commitseen for months or years.
ment.
“There’s no telling how many seeds
“I have never seen such a devoted
were planted in the minds of exploited group of young SPURS dive into a camworkers simply because they felt com- paign as completely as this group has,”
fortable enough to chat with one of our said President Greg Conger.
SPURs,” Davila said.
For its part, Fresh & Easy shows little
On that note, the recent cadre of sign of softening its anti-union position.
SPURs will likely pass on some of what
Jeff Weston, Albertsons produce
they learned to co-workers at their cur- clerk, sees the campaign getting more inrent stores, which could bolster support tense before workers at Fresh & Easy defor union organizing efforts.
mand union representation en masse.
Both academics and longtime union
“I know they (workers) will see what
vets agree that success in organizing is they are missing eventually. They have to.
more reliant on personality than any other For their own sakes, they have to,” he
job in the Movement.
said.

What is a SPUR?

“It’s a bit hard to let go, but I am proud to say I was able to carry the message to
people who don’t know how much better their lives could be.”

Member Nicole Feltman
turns knack for game show
trivia into $42,000 windfall
Nicole Feltman, checker at
Stater Bros 77 in Garden Grove,
recalls she must have had it on
her “to do list” for years before
she finally did it.
The
life-altering
after
thought? A toll-free telephone
number flashed nightly at the
conclusion of popular game
show Family Feud.
Finally after watching an
episode with her sister and once
again concluding that her next of
kin would easily outshine the
competition, she called.
In less than a week, Family
Feud producers scheduled a rehearsal for the family—an event
that turned into a gruelling 12hour waiting game.
“We ended up being the last
family to play that day,” recalled
Nicole’s father Mark Feltman,
who is also a Local 324 member.
The family vanquished their
first rivals easily, advancing to
the game’s bonus round called
“Fast Money.”
Nicole and her sister Erica
nervously took center stage one
at a time and promptly coasted to
the easiest $20,000 either of them
ever thought they would see.

Call it a mini ‘stimulus’

—Claudia Barajas

“It feels good to know that workers at one store stood up for themselves and demanded a voice as a direct result of something we did.”
—Sylvia Baruch
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“We were kind of stunned,”
Nicole said after triumphing in
Fast Money. But the family got
news that their show was the last
one taped for the upcoming season

As the winning family, they
were
invited
back for the
next episode’s
taping
but
rather than returning the following day, they
would pick up
where they left Top row: Mark Feltman and brother Brian. Second row: Nicole Feltoff again the fol- man, Erica Feltman and their aunt Therese Condy.
lowing June—
made any dramatic alterations to
six months later.
The extended break had a their lives.
But Mark and his wife started
slightly different psychological
looking for a new house just after
impact on each family member.
“It gave me a long time to cashing their checks.
Although already in the
think about how much money we
stood to win, whereas before we works, their home search is now
were focused just on whether we considerably less stressful
Nicole is continuing work on
were even going to be called to
her Master’s Degree in education,
play,” Mark said.
an endeavor that no longer sends
Rested then tested
chills down her spine when she
contemplates the cost.
But if the Feltman's competiNobody expected fame to be
tion was counting on them to the result of their prime time perlose their edge during the six- formance. But when the show
month break, they were disap- began featuring snippets of the
pointed.
Feltmans in TV commercials,
The family came back with a customers in both of their stores
renewed vigor. “This time we routinely recognize them.
knew we were the first to be
“It’s kind of funny,” Mark said
called so it wasn’t a waiting in an analytical sounding tone. “I
game” Mark said.
have one customer who always
The Feltmans swept their next calls me Hollywood, but mostly
three games and won one more people just point and say ‘aren’t
“Fast Money” round, bringing you that guy from that show’?”
their grand total to slightly more
than $42,000.
Neither Nicole nor Mark have
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Hot Topics
Words of wisdom to help you keep your job

Layoffs and what you need to know...
—By Field Director Chuck Adinolfi

A Steady Ship in a Turbulent Financial Sea
by Mitchell Bonca-President and CEO
The news of big bank failures, big bank rescues, and big bank bailouts is unsettling and frightening. Along with this news we read reports of irresponsible
management, greed, and excess at our largest financial institutions. When you lose trust in behemoths, can you still trust in Rancho FCU?
Rancho FCU is not for profit, and is managed conservatively for the benefit of its memberowners. We did not get on the band-wagon and make sub-prime mortgages, we did not buy complex
mortgage-backed securities, we did not take other excessive risks that put so many in bad positions.
As consumers, please support such institutions as ours which will not get bail-out money from
taxpayers and which is managed responsibly. Donʼt be seduced by others with unsustainable rates
and desperate gimmicks. For the long term, support your credit union!
Rancho FCU is not immune to the havoc in the credit markets, the recession lowered demand
for consumer loans, and increased loan delinquency. However, we are well positioned to endure
these because of our high capital ratio, our relatively secure membership, and our history of competent and conservative stewardship of our assets. We are a steady ship in a turbulent financial sea.

Recently, members have been faced with layoffs, reductions to lower classifications and full-time
employees getting cut to part-time in our food and
drug stores. Ralphs has reduced or laid off more
than 150 meat cutters in Southern California, Albertsons and Vons are on their second round of layoffs in less than a year, and CVS is laying off
employees on a store-by-store basis.
Several of our other union employers have announced a reduction in hours to deal with sluggish
sales.
There has always been
an old saying in the food industry:”People have to eat,
so our jobs will always be
secure.” Maybe it is true
that people have to eat, but
that is no guarantee that
they will spend their money
at union shops. With the
bad economy, there are
fewer dollars to spend and
buying
habits
have
changed. People are looking for the greatest deal regardless of where they
have to go.
Such circumstances have brought home the realization that our livelihoods are affected by where
our family, friends and neighbors shop. Perhaps the
old saying, “shop union” will carry more importance
in these delicate times.

It is imperative that you know your
rights and how to exercise them
Food stores: When there are layoffs or reductions in a store, the contract prohibits the use of
general merchandise clerks crossing over to work
as a food clerk (Article 5U). The stores are still allowed to use a clerks helper to work as a combo
clerk, but they are limited to 15% of the total clerks

helper schedule for the week (Article 6J). A senior
employee may exercise the right to claim a schedule of a less senior employee. There are some restrictions that apply which include availability, skills
and ability. These limits are discussed in detail in
your contract (Article 4d).
Reduced meat cutters should not perform any
of the functions that are reserved for the meat cutter classification. If asked or directed to cut meat
you are entitled to eight hours at the experienced
(journeyman) rate of pay.
We will also seek pay
for the most senior meat
cutter that has been reduced or laid off.
Drug stores: CVS:
More senior, part-time employees shall not be
scheduled fewer hours in a
store than less senior, parttime employees. (Article 6
F3).
There are strict time
limits in both the food and
CVS
drug
contracts.
Please read and familiarize yourself with these sections.
As always, should you have any questions,
need advice on contract language or the proper
way to exercise your seniority, you should call your
union representative or the Rep on Duty. If you believe that you were laid off improperly, reduced to
part-time out of seniority or you observe any violations of the contract, contact your representative or
the office and file a grievance immediately.
File for unemployment benefits immediately if
you are laid off. You may also be entitled to partial
unemployment benefits if you are reduced in classification or from full-time status. You may apply on
line at http://www.edd.ca.gov/Unemployment or by
calling 1-800-300-5616. We recommend that you
apply on line because the telephone system has
been swamped with calls.

Keep your union steward and representative informed.
12
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Word on the street

:

What do you think of the Disneyland
contract proposal?

Off the wall

“One of the best [contracts] Iʼve
seen in 23 years.”
Donna Wilcher

“Itʼs terrific, especially given the
current recession.”
Jason Floyd

“It looks pretty good, especially
for CR [Casual Regular]. There
are more incentives and [we]
can be full time in a year now.”
Jeff Bickel

Withdrawal Card Request
Change of Address Form
Member's name:______________________________________
SSN:_________________________ DOB:__________________
Address_____________________________________________

The UFCW Local 324 Retirees Club
Congratulates the following
winners of our annual raffle
Joyce Kelly
Enedina Lyon
William Wagger
Barbara Hamilton

Join now and you might be next !

City___________________________________zip____________
Phone #_____________________________________________
“You insure your car, you
should insure your job. Thatʼs
what this is, job insurance. I am
hopeful.”
Sharon Wyrostek-Baxter
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February-March 2009

email________________________________________________
“I am very comfortable with what
has been offered.”
Pam Soper

If requesting withdrawal, what was your last day worked? _________________

Next General Membership
Meeting is Wednesday,
March 11th at 7 p.m.
8530 Stanton Ave.
Buena Park

If we don't know where you live or how to reach you, there's no
telling what you might miss out on in the future.

U have to tell us!
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What have you done for me Lately

?
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